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In this consummate Indian sports film, Shah Rukh Khan, the spoiled
former captain of the Indian hockey team, gets a chance to redeem

his reputation by coaching. However, this film is not only about
sports. The main characters (Khan and Daltrey) are going through a

midlife crisis, they are involved in the fights without rules in the ring
and something is clearly going on with their marriage, which seems

to be going to hell. Meanwhile, the protagonist of the film "Mr.
Olympia" Greg Gooding in real life, despite the fact that he is

already retired (or rather, he himself is no longer alive), is in great
shape, keeps himself in shape, surfs, swimming and leads a healthy

lifestyle. Sean played sports star Greg Hood. He portrays Greg in the
Mr. Olympia movie as someone everyone thinks is handsome.
According to the story, Greg wants to become a professional

bodybuilder, but Khan thinks he is too simple-hearted and naive,
and does not believe in what he says. â€œI have not seen such a
person who would like to try all the possibilities ... I would not

believe Greg if he said that he was succeeding. It seems to Sean that
Greg is naive and simple. But everyone knows that many stars were
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more modest. This is what I mean. And if Greg is sure that
everything that happens to him, he owes only to his own phenomenal
strength, then I ask myself: â€œHow can he become so strong?â€�

Sean plays Greg, a self-confident cynic who looks at the world
through an impenetrable mask. He plays in such a way that you

believe that if Greg needs people to listen to him, to give themselves
to him, there is nothing in him that prevents him from doing this. He

will do everything right. If he fails, he does it himself. He is
omnipotent." At one point, Greg agrees that he was once the captain
of the team and orders everyone to train properly. But, nevertheless,
by the will of fate, he remains in the team in new circumstances and
again tries to become an excellent, professional coach. And, oddly
enough, he succeeds. And now the crowd of athletes sets him as an
example, and colleagues forget about his mistakes and are afraid of

him. But Greg comes to understand that there are things that you
always have to work on, and then you become the best. Greg tells
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